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1. Construction Plan Report
SunEdison is proposing a single Class 3 Solar Facility with a nameplate capacity of 10 MW (AC) in the 
area of Ingleside, Ontario. If approved, this facility will convert solar energy into electricity to be fed into 
the Hydro One distribution grid. The defined project area, presented as Figure 1 (Appendix A), covers 
approximately 85 hectares (ha).

The major components of the projects are as follows:

 approximately 40,000 x MEMC solar panels (270-watt typical generation capacity)

 320 Disconnect combiners

 44 kV Substation including pole-top motor-operated disconnect; 44 kV switchgear; revenue grade 
PT’s, CT’s and metering; 10 MVA oil filled pad-mount transformer; interrupter switches, 
communication equipment, etc.

 20 x 500-kW inverters (two inverters and one corresponding 1000-kVA transformer for each 1-
MW block)

 Access driveways

 Temporary staging areas for the installation of the solar panels

 A 30-m tall communications tower (to be confirmed with Hydro One)

The location of the equipment can be seen in Figure 2.

This report details the proposed construction activities, the duration of these activities, any potential 
environmental effects that could result from these activities and proposed mitigation measures to be 
applied to the potential environmental effects.

2. Construction Details
The work will meet or exceed all local regulations and standards (such as the Ontario Electrical Safety 
Code, Ontario Building Code, etc.). The proposed solar panel layout and associated infrastructure are 
presented in Figure 2.

2.1 Surveying Activities
Surveys will be required to locate the location of the solar panels, transformer/inverter huts, access 
driveways, electrical lines and the substation.  Crews will drive light trucks to reach sites primarily using 
existing roads.  They will then walk the site for the surveying and mark the locations using stakes.  For the 
development area, the survey will typically take 3 days.  

Existing buried infrastructure located on public property will be located using the Ontario One Call service 
and buried infrastructure located on private property will be located by private contractors prior to 
construction and updated throughout construction, as required. Trans-Northern Pipelines will be 
contacted prior to construction and asked to identify the location of their pipeline that runs in an easement 
through the site and the limits of the agreed upon setback from the pipeline location.

Any archaeological sites, as identified in the previously completed Archaeological Assessments 
(Appendix C), will be clearly marked off with fencing and appropriate setbacks. All personnel working on 
or entering the construction area will be instructed to avoid these identified areas.

Materials Brought On Site: None

Construction Equipment Used: None
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Timing: These activities will take place prior to construction and do not depend on seasonality. This 
operation typically uses two operators and requires 1–2 days to complete.  

Material Generated: Some wood waste may be generated from used or broken stakes.  

2.2 Roads and Land Clearing
No permanent paved roads will need to be constructed for the solar farm.  Municipal and provincial roads 
will be used for transportation of equipment to the construction sites.  Minor modifications might be 
required to some of the existing roads (for example, widen the turning radius) for equipment 
transportation.  Prior to the start of construction, a road assessment of Shaver Road will be undertaken. 
An agreement with the Township of South Stormont for rehabilitation of Shaver Road following the 
completion of construction will be put in place prior to the start of construction.

On-site access to the array will require new internal driveways.  Following completion of the construction 
phase, the internal driveways will be used for maintenance activities for the duration of the facility’s 
operation.

The construction of the internal driveways typically requires excavation of the top soil layer and adding a 
layer of compacted material to a typical thickness of 300 mm (depending upon site specific geotechnical 
conditions). Clean granular material (typically “A” or “B” gravel) will be brought to the site on an as-
needed basis and will not be stockpiled onsite.  The topsoil will be kept and re-used on site.  New culverts 
may be required to maintain site drainage in ditches and these will be constructed sufficient to support the 
construction equipment and delivery trucks. 

Equipment will include—at minimum— trucks, graders, light cranes, tractor trailers and bulldozers

Materials Brought On Site: Granular material for internal driveway construction, some steel culverts.

Construction Equipment Used: Equipment will include—at a minimum—trucks, graders, and bulldozers. 
The trucks and graders will be driven to the site and the bulldozers will be brought via trailers. All will be 
temporarily stored at the Temporary Construction Laydown Area (Figure 2). The construction will emit 
minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be used.  Road dust will be controlled 
with water, as necessary.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier 
weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring or fall, depending on the amount of rainfall.

Material Generated: Some top soil will need to be stripped; however this will be disposed of or re-used on 
site.

2.3 Construction Laydown Areas
Two areas will be used for construction activities, one will be located north of the pipeline right-of-way 
(ROW) and the other south of the ROW. The areas of these sites are 1.0 and 1.8 hectares, respectively. 
The locations of these areas are shown in Figure 2.  The northern location will be the primary laydown 
facility. The southern location will only be used if additional construction space is required. The topsoil at 
the Construction Laydown Areas will be removed and approximately 600 mm of clean compacted 
crushed gravel will be imported on an as-needed basis.  The excavated topsoil will be re-used on site as 
feasible.

Materials Brought On Site: Granular material as required to maintain a stable base.

Construction Equipment Used: Equipment will include—at a minimum—cars, trucks, graders, and 
bulldozers. The cars, trucks and graders will be driven to the site and the bulldozers will be brought via 
trailers. The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be 
used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier 
weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring or fall, depending on the amount of rainfall.
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Material Generated: Some top soil will need to be stripped; however this will be disposed of or re-used on 
site.

Temporary Uses of Land: The construction laydown areas will be limited to the two parcels shown on 
Figure 2. Both are currently unused land and relatively flat. The topsoil will be removed and stored onsite 
and gravel will be laid down. After the construction of the project is completed, the gravel will be removed, 
or re-used by the landowner, and the topsoil will be replaced from the stockpile. It is anticipated that the 
majority of the construction laydown areas will be restored after approximately 8 months. A small portion 
of the northern parcel might remain as a parking site for maintenance vehicles over the 20-year life of the 
solar farm.

2.4 Site Preparation and Inverter Pad Construction
Prior to construction, the construction area will need to be cleared, grubbed and fenced.  The topsoil is 
typically removed and some material may need to be added depending upon site specific geotechnical 
conditions. During clearing or excavation, if any significant archaeological resources are found to be in 
conflict with the proposed facilities, then consideration will be given to modifying the location of the 
construction.  This will be determined in consultation with the Ministry of Tourism and Culture and
registered archaeologists. The site will be surrounded by an animal friendly chain-link fence 
approximately 2 m tall for site security. The fence post holes will be augered and the fence posts placed 
into concrete and allowed to set. Once the posts have set, the metal chain link fence will then be secured. 
The fencing used will allow the free passage of small animals but prevent access to large animals and 
humans.

Inverter pads will be constructed at the same time as the internal driveways and will typically be 14 m x 
5 m in size.  The topsoil at the inverter pad will be removed and approximately 600 mm of clean 
compacted crushed gravel will be imported on an as-needed basis. The pads will be constructed of 
poured concrete reinforced with rebar. The excavated topsoil will be re-used on site as feasible.  

Equipment will include—at minimum—trucks, graders, light cranes, cement trucks, tractor trailers and 
bulldozers.

Materials Brought On Site: Granular material as required to maintain a stable base. Cement mix for the 
concrete. Steel for rebar. Metal posts and fencing.

Construction Equipment Used: Equipment will include—at a minimum—trucks, cement trucks, graders, 
and bulldozers. The trucks and graders will be driven to the site and the bulldozers will be brought via 
trailers. The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be 
used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier 
weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring or fall, depending on the amount of rainfall.

Material Generated: Some top soil will need to be stripped; however this will be disposed of or re-used on 
site. Spent welding rods may be generated which will be disposed of as hazardous waste by a licensed 
contractor.  Any excavated subsoil will be removed from the site and disposed of in an appropriate 
manner.

Temporary Uses of Land: The topsoil will be removed and stored onsite and gravel will be laid down. 
After the construction of the project is completed the gravel will be removed, or re-used by the landowner, 
and the topsoil will be replaced from the stockpile or reused elsewhere on the site. It is anticipated that 
this area will be restored after approximately 8 months.  

2.5 Delivery of Equipment
Equipment will be delivered by truck and trailer as needed throughout the construction phase and stored 
at temporary construction laydown areas (see Figure 2). These deliveries will typically occur during 
normal construction hours, typically 8 am to 5 pm and may include weekends. A traffic management plan 
will be developed using MTO Book 7 standards. 
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2.6 Installation of Racking System
The Solar Array racking system will consist of a single-axis tracker rack system with the solar modules 
affixed to a supportive metal rack.  The rack/array is then connected to the ground via piles. Variations on 
the rack connections to the ground are essentially variations on a common theme, and are dependent on 
the mount type (fixed/tracking) and the geotechnical conditions – regardless of connection method, the 
piles will be buried.

The general procedure for rack installation varies slightly depending on geotechnical conditions as 
outlined above, but essentially follows the following procedure:

 piles are either vibrated, driven or screwed into the ground, to specified/engineered depth*

 in cases where special foundations/footing/boreholes are required, temporary soil excavation and/or 
drilling will be required to expose subsurface conditions and prepare them for pile insertion*;

 soil directly beneath the future racking/surrounding inserted piles is compacted and covered with 
crushed engineered fill (and further compacted/settled); and

 racking, hardware and module assembly are built over top the piles.

*The preferred pile installation method is via a vibratory system, with no pre-excavation requirements. 
However, if subsurface conditions are less favourable, subsurface pile work may include borehole pre-
drilling, rock grouting and/or cement casting.  Once the piles are secured in the ground, the excavated 
soil will be re-filled and steps 2 and 3 above are completed.

Materials Brought On Site: Steel for rebar, piles, racking and potentially concrete, if necessary..

Construction Equipment Used: Typical construction equipment, will include:

 Excavator for removing material;

 Pile vibration or drill rig

 Flatbed trucks (4–6) for delivery;

 Concrete trucks for delivery of concrete (if necessary)

 Construction trucks (3–4 vehicles with multiple visits); and

 Dozer, loader and trucks to backfill and compact foundation and remove surplus excavated materials

The trucks will be driven to the site and the vibration/drill rig, bulldozers and excavator will be brought via 
trailers. The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be 
used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier 
weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring or fall, depending on the amount of rainfall.

Material Generated: Spent welding rods may be generated which will be disposed of as hazardous waste 
by a licensed contractor.  Any excavated subsoil will be removed from the site and disposed of in an 
appropriate manner.

2.7 Solar Panel Assembly and Installation
This portion of the work is labour intensive and requires significant manual assembly.  An array row 
typically holds up to 100 modules, and a 10-MW solar farm can have as many as 400 array rows. With 
the exception of light crane trucks and flatbed trailers (storage and module transfer), the assembly work is 
essentially manual and requires little more than hand tools; welding is required to join tubes that comprise 
the array skeleton (where appropriate – assembly via hardware connection remains the main form of rack 
assembly). 
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The installation and assembly procedure consists of mounting rack components to the support columns 
(piles), fastening the rack elements together, joining and welding tubes, mounting and assembling 
tracking motors and their associated hardware and finally, mounting and fastening the PV modules to the 
assembled rack.

Materials Brought On Site: Solar panels, racking material and tracking motors.

Construction Equipment Used: Flatbed trailers. No chemicals other than fuel will be used.

Timing: This will be completed immediately after the racking installation. 

Material Generated: Some packing material waste and spent welding rods will be generated. The 
recyclable material will be separated from the non-recyclable material onsite. Both streams of waste will 
be removed by a licensed sub-contractor.

2.8 Electrical Collector System 
The electrical collector system will consist of underground wiring from the panel strings to the disconnect 
combiner boxes which are in turn connected to the pad-mounted inverters/transformers. Underground 
cabling will then run from the inverters/transformers to a 12.47-kV / 44-kV transformer (substation) which 
will upgrade the voltage to connect to the Hydro One distribution system. From the substation, the cabling 
will transfer to an aboveground pole-mounted line (1–2 poles, ~100 m max.) and connect to the Hydro 
One feeder on Shaver Road. Hydro One will construct the remainder of the tap line from the site property 
line on Shaver Road to the east-west M16 Feeder line running along the north side of the CN Rail line to 
the north of the site. This 200–300 m Hydro One tap line is not considered part of this project. 

An underground “ground grid” cabling system will also be installed around the entire array structure to 
protect against electric faults as required by the Ontario Electrical Safety Authority. 

Materials Brought On Site: Electrical cabling.

Construction Equipment Used: Flatbed trailers and trenching equipment will typically be used. The 
construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier 
weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring, fall or winter depending on the weather.

Material Generated: Some packing material waste will be generated. The recyclable material will be 
separated from the non-recyclable material onsite. Both streams of waste will be removed by a licensed 
sub-contractor. 

2.9 Substation
The electrical substation for the solar farm will be located on the site property toward the northeast of the 
site. The substation equipment will include an isolation switch, a circuit breaker, a step-up power 
transformer (12.47 to 44 kV), switch gear, instrument transformers, grounding and metering equipment. It 
will be surrounded by a chainlink fence with a locked gate to meet Ontario Electrical Safety Authority 
requirements. The substation area will be gravelled with clean material imported to the site on an as-
needed basis and sloped to facilitate drainage. 

During the construction of the substation, the topsoil will be removed and approximately 600 mm of clean 
compacted crushed gravel will be imported on an as-needed basis. The pad will be constructed of poured 
concrete reinforced with rebar. The excavated topsoil will be re-used on site as feasible.  

Materials Brought On Site: Gravel, an isolation switch, a circuit breaker, a step-up power transformer 
(12.47 to 44 kV), switch gear, instrument transformers, grounding and metering equipment, insulators, 
transformer oil and electrical cabling.
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Construction Equipment Used: A truck mounted crane, flatbed trailers and a bulldozer. The bulldozer will 
be delivered to the site by a flatbed trailer. The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No 
chemicals other than fuel and transformer oil will be used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late summer to take advantage of typically drier weather. If 
necessary, this can be completed in the spring, fall or winter depending on the weather.

Material Generated: Some packing material waste will be generated. The recyclable material will be 
separated from the non-recyclable material onsite. Both streams of waste will be removed by a licensed 
sub-contractor.

2.10 Clean-up and Reclamation
Waste and debris generated during the construction activities will be collected and disposed of at an 
approved facility. All reasonable efforts will be made to minimize waste generated and to recycle 
materials including returning packaging material to suppliers for reuse/recycling. During construction, 
industry best practices for spill prevention will be utilized. In the unlikely event of a minor spill, this will be 
cleaned up immediately and any impacted soils will be removed from site and disposed of at an approved 
and appropriate facility. At the conclusion of construction, vehicles and construction equipment will be 
removed from the site.

Stripped soil will be replaced and re-contoured in the construction areas and disturbed areas will be re-
seeded, as appropriate. If possible. native plant species will be used for the re-vegetation of disturbed 
areas. Erosion control equipment will be removed once inspections have determined that the threat of 
erosion has diminished to the original land-use level or lower.

2.11 Facility Commissioning
The facility commissioning will occur once the Solar Panels and electrical system are fully installed and 
Hydro One is ready to accept grid interconnection. The commissioning activities will consist of testing and 
inspection of the electrical, mechanical and communications systems.

Materials Brought On Site: None.

Construction Equipment Used: None

Timing: This will be completed after the construction activities are completed.

Material Generated: None.

3. Location and Timing of Construction
The construction activities will generally be located in two areas.

1. Transportation of equipment to the site will utilize public roadways; and

2. Construction on the leased property.

3.1 Schedule
Construction activities will commence once all necessary permits (REA, building permits, etc.) have been 
obtained and the weather conditions are conducive to construction. The following table outlines the 
duration each activity typically takes. Following site grading, construction will move from one end of the 
site to the other and will follow an assembly line like process. Therefore, there will be considerable 
overlap of activities. Similarly, the construction of the electrical collector system and the substation can be 
constructed while the foundations are being built and the panels are being installed.
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Table 3-1: Duration of Construction Activities

Activity Total Duration Notes

Surveying 2 days

Clearing, grubbing, grading and internal 
driveway construction

15 days

Tracker Foundation 1 month
Concurrent with driveway

construction

Tracker Assembly and Panel Installation 2–3 months
Concurrent with foundation 

construction

Installation of electrical collector system 1–2 months
Concurrent with foundation 

construction and panel
installation

Substation installation and connection to 
distribution grid

1 month
Concurrent with electrical 

collector system 
construction

Clean up and reclamation Concurrent with construction activities

Site commissioning 2 weeks

4. Potential Environmental Effects and Mitigation Measures

4.1 Archaeological Resources
Construction of the SunE Rutley Solar Farm will result in the installation of approximately 40,000 solar 
panels, 10 combined inverter/transformer huts, one transformer substation, temporary construction 
laydown yards and internal driveways. As such, construction has the potential to disturb archaeological 
resources, should they exist on the site. A preliminary desktop (Stage 1) Archaeological study was 
completed and had the following major findings:

 There are no recorded archaeological sites in the subject area;

 There are no protected properties or heritage resources in the vicinity of the site; and

 The study area has a history of extensive agricultural use; therefore a Stage 2 field survey was
recommended.

A field (Stage 2) archaeological survey was completed with the results presented in Appendix C. The 
major findings included:

 Two artifact scatters contained early historic material (locus 1 and locus 5) determined to be of 
significance; and

 One c1870 foundation and artefact scatter (locus 6).

Stage 3 assessments were recommended and subsequently completed. The artifact scatter near locus 5 
was determined to be minor and will not require additional work or avoidance. The artifact scatters near 
locus 1 and 6 have now been fully defined and will be avoided during construction, operation and 
decommissioning.
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After completion of these activities, the construction, operation and decommissioning of the proposed 
solar project is not anticipated to have any impact on Heritage and Archaeological Resources.

4.2 Destruction of Vegetation and Habitat
The SunE Rutley Solar Farm has been designed to minimize impacts to vegetation and habitat. It is 
possible that several trees could be removed for the construction of the access road to the laydown areas 
and some vegetation (grasses and shrubs) will be removed for the construction solar array. Vegetation 
will be restored in the areas around the solar arrays at the end of the construction process.

4.3 Dust and Noise
Some minor noise and dust will be generated during the construction and decommissioning phases. 
Noise will typically be limited to daylight hours and dust will be controlled with watering, as necessary.

4.4 Stormwater Runoff Impacts
No impacts are anticipated from stormwater runoff. No impervious surface treatments are planned and no 
construction activities will occur near water bodies (e.g., all construction work will occur to the north of the 
Trans-Northern pipeline easement and away from Hoople Creek). A stormwater management plan has 
been included in Appendix F.

4.5 Impacts on Water Bodies
No construction activities will take place within 120 m of a water body and therefore no impacts are 
anticipated.

4.6 Water Takings
No water takings are planned for this project.

4.7 Fuels Spills
It is possible that fuel spills could occur during construction. All equipment operators will be trained to 
avoid spills and to respond to spills should they occur. No re-fueling will be permitted within 120 m of a 
water body. Should a spill occur the following protocol will be implemented:

1. Spill response kits kept onsite will be used to contain the spill;

2. The SunEdison representative will be notified;

3. If the spill is of sufficient quantity, the MOE Spill Action Centre will be notified;

4. An environmental contractor will be brought in to remove any excess fuel and impacted soils; and

5. An environmental consultant will be retained to ensure that all impacted soil and groundwater has 
been properly removed and the site returned to pre-spill condition.

4.8 Potential Impacts by Activity
Potential impacts related to construction activities are presented below. 

4.8.1 Surveying and Siting Operations
Environmental 
Component Potentially 
Affected

Wildlife and Birds, Terrain & Vegetation

Potential Impacts Sensory disturbance of wildlife and birds due to presence of survey crew 
walking on sites (fields).
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Vehicles will drive on the fields to complete surveys. This activity will have 
minimal impacts on the vegetation and terrain.

Mitigation Measures Crew will drive on existing roads (where available) to reach sites and then 
primarily walk the sites for surveying. Survey activities will be scheduled to 
minimize impact during breeding periods for wildlife and birds.

Potential sensory disturbance of wildlife will be limited by the low number of 
people involved in this activity and the brief period (1–2 days per property) 
over which the activity will be conducted. 

Residual Impacts Surveying will result in no residual impacts.

4.8.2 Road and Lands Clearing
Environmental 
Component Affected

Terrain, Wildlife and Birds

Potential Impacts Sensory disturbance of wildlife and birds due to construction.

Clearing and grubbing and soil excavation for on-site access roads and 
laying of gravel base will cause disturbance to the terrain. The access roads
will remain for project life.

Municipal and provincial roads may be damaged during use.

Mitigation Measures Site clearing and grubbing will be kept to a minimum area on-site by staking 
and marking off the areas that define limits of the work to be done, 
excavated soil will be re-used on-site where feasible, or disposed of in a 
proper facility off-site.

Any damage to municipal roads will be repaired and the road returned to its 
previous condition. No permanent paved roads will need to be constructed 
for the construction activities.  Municipal and provincial roads will be used for 
transportation of equipment to the construction sites.  An agreement with the 
Township of South Stormont for rehabilitation of Shaver Road following the 
completion of construction will be put in place prior to the start of 
construction..  

Residual Impacts None anticipated.

4.8.3 Construction Laydown Areas
Environmental 
Component Affected

Terrain, Wildlife and Birds

Potential Impacts Clearing and grubbing and soil compacting for construction of the 
Construction Laydown Areas may result in sensory disturbance of wildlife 
and birds due to construction.

Mitigation Measures The proposed location is more than 120 m from a significant wetlands or 
watercourses.

The Construction Laydown Area will be removed following the completion of 
construction with tilling (if desired by the owner) and re-seeding of 
vegetation.
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Residual Impacts None anticipated

4.8.4 Solar Array Construction 
Environmental 
Component Affected

Terrain, Wildlife and Birds

Potential Impacts Clearing and grubbing and soil compacting for construction of the solar array 
may result in sensory disturbance of wildlife and birds due to construction.

Mitigation Measures Site clearing and grubbing will be kept to a minimum area on-site by staking 
and marking off the areas that define limits of the work to be done, 
excavated soil will be re-used on-site where feasible, or disposed of in a 
proper facility off-site.

Residual Impacts None anticipated

4.8.5 Delivery of Equipment
Environmental 
Component Affected

Local Public and Traffic Patterns, Vegetation

Potential Impacts Traffic delays on local roads to provide room for trucks to deliver project 
components will be minimal. Short term increase in truck traffic during 
construction period.

Mitigation Measures Delivery of equipment will be coordinated with local traffic patterns. SD&G 
County Road 2 will be utilized to reduce impact to local residents since this
road was designed for truck traffic and higher traffic volumes.

Area of disturbance will be minimized and mitigated as appropriate through 
re-vegetation with native plants and/or re-seeding of crops similar to previous 
year’s crop. 

Residual Impacts None anticipated

4.8.6 Installation of Racking System
Environmental 
Component Affected

Terrain, Unknown Archaeological Resources

Potential Impacts Increased potential for soil erosion due to necessary surficial disturbance by 
trucks and other heavy equipment used. 

There will be a significant amount of on-site traffic (vehicle and heavy 
equipment) involved in the construction.

Two historical artifact scatters were delineated and will be avoided during 
construction, however, during construction other archaeological resources 
may be discovered. 

Mitigation Measures Any area of surficial disturbance will be re-contoured, with stockpiled 
material removed during excavation, to match original landscape. Areas that 
define the limits of the work will be staked and marked.

Equipment movement on-site will be limited to specified travel areas to 
minimize impacts on land use. Noise and dust control measures will be 
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utilized where required for the construction period.

During construction activities if any archaeological resources are found to be 
in conflict with the proposed facilities, activities will be halted and the issues 
assessed with consideration given to modifying the layout. This will be 
determined in consultation with Ministry of Tourism and Culture and 
archaeologists, where applicable.

Residual Impacts No residual impacts are anticipated, unless unknown archaeological 
resources are discovered during construction activities.

4.8.7 Solar Panel Assembly and Installation
Environmental 
Component Affected

Local Residents

Potential Impacts Noise from construction activities could disturb local residents for the 
duration of the construction period.

Mitigation Measures Construction period is of short duration and conducted during the daylight 
hours to minimize impact on residents living in nearby houses.

Residual Impacts Solar panel assembly and installation will result in no residual impacts.

4.8.8 Electrical Collector System
Environmental 
Component Affected

Vegetation and Terrain, Wildlife and Birds

Potential Impacts Terrain disturbance may occur from trenches between the inverters and the 
sub-station. Some wildlife and birds may be impacted for a short term due to 
the use of backhoes used for excavation.

Mitigation Measures By locating the electrical lines within access road allowances (and array area 
where the vegetation has been previously disturbed for the road to be 
constructed and maintained), rare and endangered flora and fauna are not 
likely to be encountered during construction. 

Residual Impacts No residual impacts are anticipated.

4.8.9 Substation Construction
Environmental 
Component Affected

Terrain, Public Safety

Potential Impacts Construction of the substation will be on existing vacant lands and will not 
result in loss of agricultural land. 

Terrain disturbances from site preparation and grading and excavation. 

The electrical substation could potentially have public safety issues due to 
the presence of high-voltage equipment.
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Mitigation Measures To ensure protection of the public, the substation will have a perimeter fence 
with only authorized personnel wearing proper safety equipment permitted 
within. All electrical design will meet Ontario Electrical Safety Code 
requirements. 

Residual Impacts No impacts are anticipated.
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1. Construction Plan Report

SunEdison is proposing a single Class 3 Solar Facility with a nameplate capacity of 10 MW (AC) in the area of Ingleside, Ontario. If approved, this facility will convert solar energy into electricity to be fed into the Hydro One distribution grid. The defined project area, presented as Figure 1 (Appendix A), covers approximately 85 hectares (ha).

The major components of the projects are as follows:

· approximately 40,000 x MEMC solar panels (270-watt typical generation capacity)

· 320 Disconnect combiners

· 44 kV Substation including pole-top motor-operated disconnect; 44 kV switchgear; revenue grade PT’s, CT’s and metering; 10 MVA oil filled pad-mount transformer; interrupter switches, communication equipment, etc. 

· 20 x 500-kW inverters (two inverters and one corresponding 1000-kVA transformer for each 1-MW block) 

· Access driveways

· Temporary staging areas for the installation of the solar panels

· A 30-m tall communications tower (to be confirmed with Hydro One)

The location of the equipment can be seen in Figure 2.

This report details the proposed construction activities, the duration of these activities, any potential environmental effects that could result from these activities and proposed mitigation measures to be applied to the potential environmental effects.

2. Construction Details

The work will meet or exceed all local regulations and standards (such as the Ontario Electrical Safety Code, Ontario Building Code, etc.). The proposed solar panel layout and associated infrastructure are presented in Figure 2.

2.1 Surveying Activities

Surveys will be required to locate the location of the solar panels, transformer/inverter huts, access driveways, electrical lines and the substation.  Crews will drive light trucks to reach sites primarily using existing roads.  They will then walk the site for the surveying and mark the locations using stakes.  For the development area, the survey will typically take 3 days.  

Existing buried infrastructure located on public property will be located using the Ontario One Call service and buried infrastructure located on private property will be located by private contractors prior to construction and updated throughout construction, as required. Trans-Northern Pipelines will be contacted prior to construction and asked to identify the location of their pipeline that runs in an easement through the site and the limits of the agreed upon setback from the pipeline location.

Any archaeological sites, as identified in the previously completed Archaeological Assessments (Appendix C), will be clearly marked off with fencing and appropriate setbacks. All personnel working on or entering the construction area will be instructed to avoid these identified areas.

Materials Brought On Site: None

Construction Equipment Used: None

Timing: These activities will take place prior to construction and do not depend on seasonality. This operation typically uses two operators and requires 1–2 days to complete.  

Material Generated: Some wood waste may be generated from used or broken stakes.  

2.2 Roads and Land Clearing

No permanent paved roads will need to be constructed for the solar farm.  Municipal and provincial roads will be used for transportation of equipment to the construction sites.  Minor modifications might be required to some of the existing roads (for example, widen the turning radius) for equipment transportation.  Prior to the start of construction, a road assessment of Shaver Road will be undertaken. An agreement with the Township of South Stormont for rehabilitation of Shaver Road following the completion of construction will be put in place prior to the start of construction.

On-site access to the array will require new internal driveways.  Following completion of the construction phase, the internal driveways will be used for maintenance activities for the duration of the facility’s operation. 

The construction of the internal driveways typically requires excavation of the top soil layer and adding a layer of compacted material to a typical thickness of 300 mm (depending upon site specific geotechnical conditions). Clean granular material (typically “A” or “B” gravel) will be brought to the site on an as-needed basis and will not be stockpiled onsite.  The topsoil will be kept and re-used on site.  New culverts may be required to maintain site drainage in ditches and these will be constructed sufficient to support the construction equipment and delivery trucks. 

Equipment will include—at minimum— trucks, graders, light cranes, tractor trailers and bulldozers 

Materials Brought On Site: Granular material for internal driveway construction, some steel culverts.

Construction Equipment Used: Equipment will include—at a minimum—trucks, graders, and bulldozers. The trucks and graders will be driven to the site and the bulldozers will be brought via trailers. All will be temporarily stored at the Temporary Construction Laydown Area (Figure 2). The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be used.  Road dust will be controlled with water, as necessary.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring or fall, depending on the amount of rainfall. 

Material Generated: Some top soil will need to be stripped; however this will be disposed of or re-used on site.

2.3 Construction Laydown Areas

Two areas will be used for construction activities, one will be located north of the pipeline right-of-way (ROW) and the other south of the ROW. The areas of these sites are 1.0 and 1.8 hectares, respectively. The locations of these areas are shown in Figure 2.  The northern location will be the primary laydown facility. The southern location will only be used if additional construction space is required. The topsoil at the Construction Laydown Areas will be removed and approximately 600 mm of clean compacted crushed gravel will be imported on an as-needed basis.  The excavated topsoil will be re-used on site as feasible.

Materials Brought On Site: Granular material as required to maintain a stable base.

Construction Equipment Used: Equipment will include—at a minimum—cars, trucks, graders, and bulldozers. The cars, trucks and graders will be driven to the site and the bulldozers will be brought via trailers. The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring or fall, depending on the amount of rainfall. 

Material Generated: Some top soil will need to be stripped; however this will be disposed of or re-used on site.

Temporary Uses of Land: The construction laydown areas will be limited to the two parcels shown on Figure 2. Both are currently unused land and relatively flat. The topsoil will be removed and stored onsite and gravel will be laid down. After the construction of the project is completed, the gravel will be removed, or re-used by the landowner, and the topsoil will be replaced from the stockpile. It is anticipated that the majority of the construction laydown areas will be restored after approximately 8 months. A small portion of the northern parcel might remain as a parking site for maintenance vehicles over the 20-year life of the solar farm.

2.4 Site Preparation and Inverter Pad Construction

Prior to construction, the construction area will need to be cleared, grubbed and fenced.  The topsoil is typically removed and some material may need to be added depending upon site specific geotechnical conditions. During clearing or excavation, if any significant archaeological resources are found to be in conflict with the proposed facilities, then consideration will be given to modifying the location of the construction.  This will be determined in consultation with the Ministry of Tourism and Culture and registered archaeologists. The site will be surrounded by an animal friendly chain-link fence approximately 2 m tall for site security. The fence post holes will be augered and the fence posts placed into concrete and allowed to set. Once the posts have set, the metal chain link fence will then be secured. The fencing used will allow the free passage of small animals but prevent access to large animals and humans.

Inverter pads will be constructed at the same time as the internal driveways and will typically be 14 m x 5 m in size.  The topsoil at the inverter pad will be removed and approximately 600 mm of clean compacted crushed gravel will be imported on an as-needed basis. The pads will be constructed of poured concrete reinforced with rebar. The excavated topsoil will be re-used on site as feasible.  

Equipment will include—at minimum—trucks, graders, light cranes, cement trucks, tractor trailers and bulldozers.

Materials Brought On Site: Granular material as required to maintain a stable base. Cement mix for the concrete. Steel for rebar. Metal posts and fencing.

Construction Equipment Used: Equipment will include—at a minimum—trucks, cement trucks, graders, and bulldozers. The trucks and graders will be driven to the site and the bulldozers will be brought via trailers. The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring or fall, depending on the amount of rainfall. 

Material Generated: Some top soil will need to be stripped; however this will be disposed of or re-used on site. Spent welding rods may be generated which will be disposed of as hazardous waste by a licensed contractor.  Any excavated subsoil will be removed from the site and disposed of in an appropriate manner.

Temporary Uses of Land: The topsoil will be removed and stored onsite and gravel will be laid down. After the construction of the project is completed the gravel will be removed, or re-used by the landowner, and the topsoil will be replaced from the stockpile or reused elsewhere on the site. It is anticipated that this area will be restored after approximately 8 months.  

2.5 Delivery of Equipment

Equipment will be delivered by truck and trailer as needed throughout the construction phase and stored at temporary construction laydown areas (see Figure 2). These deliveries will typically occur during normal construction hours, typically 8 am to 5 pm and may include weekends. A traffic management plan will be developed using MTO Book 7 standards. 

2.6 Installation of Racking System 

The Solar Array racking system will consist of a single-axis tracker rack system with the solar modules affixed to a supportive metal rack.  The rack/array is then connected to the ground via piles. Variations on the rack connections to the ground are essentially variations on a common theme, and are dependent on the mount type (fixed/tracking) and the geotechnical conditions – regardless of connection method, the piles will be buried.

The general procedure for rack installation varies slightly depending on geotechnical conditions as outlined above, but essentially follows the following procedure:

piles are either vibrated, driven or screwed into the ground, to specified/engineered depth*

in cases where special foundations/footing/boreholes are required, temporary soil excavation and/or drilling will be required to expose subsurface conditions and prepare them for pile insertion*;

soil directly beneath the future racking/surrounding inserted piles is compacted and covered with crushed engineered fill (and further compacted/settled); and

racking, hardware and module assembly are built over top the piles.

*The preferred pile installation method is via a vibratory system, with no pre-excavation requirements. However, if subsurface conditions are less favourable, subsurface pile work may include borehole pre-drilling, rock grouting and/or cement casting.  Once the piles are secured in the ground, the excavated soil will be re-filled and steps 2 and 3 above are completed.

Materials Brought On Site: Steel for rebar, piles, racking and potentially concrete, if necessary..

Construction Equipment Used: Typical construction equipment, will include:

Excavator for removing material;

Pile vibration or drill rig

Flatbed trucks (4–6) for delivery;

Concrete trucks for delivery of concrete (if necessary) 

Construction trucks (3–4 vehicles with multiple visits); and

Dozer, loader and trucks to backfill and compact foundation and remove surplus excavated materials

The trucks will be driven to the site and the vibration/drill rig, bulldozers and excavator will be brought via trailers. The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring or fall, depending on the amount of rainfall. 

Material Generated: Spent welding rods may be generated which will be disposed of as hazardous waste by a licensed contractor.  Any excavated subsoil will be removed from the site and disposed of in an appropriate manner.

2.7 Solar Panel Assembly and Installation

This portion of the work is labour intensive and requires significant manual assembly.  An array row typically holds up to 100 modules, and a 10-MW solar farm can have as many as 400 array rows. With the exception of light crane trucks and flatbed trailers (storage and module transfer), the assembly work is essentially manual and requires little more than hand tools; welding is required to join tubes that comprise the array skeleton (where appropriate – assembly via hardware connection remains the main form of rack assembly). 

The installation and assembly procedure consists of mounting rack components to the support columns (piles), fastening the rack elements together, joining and welding tubes, mounting and assembling tracking motors and their associated hardware and finally, mounting and fastening the PV modules to the assembled rack.

Materials Brought On Site: Solar panels, racking material and tracking motors.

Construction Equipment Used: Flatbed trailers. No chemicals other than fuel will be used.

Timing: This will be completed immediately after the racking installation. 

Material Generated: Some packing material waste and spent welding rods will be generated. The recyclable material will be separated from the non-recyclable material onsite. Both streams of waste will be removed by a licensed sub-contractor.

2.8 Electrical Collector System 

The electrical collector system will consist of underground wiring from the panel strings to the disconnect combiner boxes which are in turn connected to the pad-mounted inverters/transformers. Underground cabling will then run from the inverters/transformers to a 12.47-kV / 44-kV transformer (substation) which will upgrade the voltage to connect to the Hydro One distribution system. From the substation, the cabling will transfer to an aboveground pole-mounted line (1–2 poles, ~100 m max.) and connect to the Hydro One feeder on Shaver Road. Hydro One will construct the remainder of the tap line from the site property line on Shaver Road to the east-west M16 Feeder line running along the north side of the CN Rail line to the north of the site. This 200–300 m Hydro One tap line is not considered part of this project. 

An underground “ground grid” cabling system will also be installed around the entire array structure to protect against electric faults as required by the Ontario Electrical Safety Authority. 

Materials Brought On Site: Electrical cabling.

Construction Equipment Used: Flatbed trailers and trenching equipment will typically be used. The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel will be used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late spring or summer to take advantage of typically drier weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring, fall or winter depending on the weather. 

Material Generated: Some packing material waste will be generated. The recyclable material will be separated from the non-recyclable material onsite. Both streams of waste will be removed by a licensed sub-contractor. 

2.9 Substation

The electrical substation for the solar farm will be located on the site property toward the northeast of the site. The substation equipment will include an isolation switch, a circuit breaker, a step-up power transformer (12.47 to 44 kV), switch gear, instrument transformers, grounding and metering equipment. It will be surrounded by a chainlink fence with a locked gate to meet Ontario Electrical Safety Authority requirements. The substation area will be gravelled with clean material imported to the site on an as-needed basis and sloped to facilitate drainage. 

During the construction of the substation, the topsoil will be removed and approximately 600 mm of clean compacted crushed gravel will be imported on an as-needed basis. The pad will be constructed of poured concrete reinforced with rebar. The excavated topsoil will be re-used on site as feasible.  

Materials Brought On Site: Gravel, an isolation switch, a circuit breaker, a step-up power transformer (12.47 to 44 kV), switch gear, instrument transformers, grounding and metering equipment, insulators, transformer oil and electrical cabling.

Construction Equipment Used: A truck mounted crane, flatbed trailers and a bulldozer. The bulldozer will be delivered to the site by a flatbed trailer. The construction will emit minor amounts of noise and dust. No chemicals other than fuel and transformer oil will be used.

Timing: This will preferentially be completed in late summer to take advantage of typically drier weather. If necessary, this can be completed in the spring, fall or winter depending on the weather. 

Material Generated: Some packing material waste will be generated. The recyclable material will be separated from the non-recyclable material onsite. Both streams of waste will be removed by a licensed sub-contractor.

2.10 Clean-up and Reclamation

Waste and debris generated during the construction activities will be collected and disposed of at an approved facility. All reasonable efforts will be made to minimize waste generated and to recycle materials including returning packaging material to suppliers for reuse/recycling. During construction, industry best practices for spill prevention will be utilized. In the unlikely event of a minor spill, this will be cleaned up immediately and any impacted soils will be removed from site and disposed of at an approved and appropriate facility. At the conclusion of construction, vehicles and construction equipment will be removed from the site.

Stripped soil will be replaced and re-contoured in the construction areas and disturbed areas will be re-seeded, as appropriate. If possible. native plant species will be used for the re-vegetation of disturbed areas. Erosion control equipment will be removed once inspections have determined that the threat of erosion has diminished to the original land-use level or lower.

2.11 Facility Commissioning

The facility commissioning will occur once the Solar Panels and electrical system are fully installed and Hydro One is ready to accept grid interconnection. The commissioning activities will consist of testing and inspection of the electrical, mechanical and communications systems.

Materials Brought On Site: None.

Construction Equipment Used: None

Timing: This will be completed after the construction activities are completed.

Material Generated: None.

3. Location and Timing of Construction

The construction activities will generally be located in two areas.

1. Transportation of equipment to the site will utilize public roadways; and

2. Construction on the leased property.

3.1 Schedule

Construction activities will commence once all necessary permits (REA, building permits, etc.) have been obtained and the weather conditions are conducive to construction. The following table outlines the duration each activity typically takes. Following site grading, construction will move from one end of the site to the other and will follow an assembly line like process. Therefore, there will be considerable overlap of activities. Similarly, the construction of the electrical collector system and the substation can be constructed while the foundations are being built and the panels are being installed.

Table 3-1: Duration of Construction Activities

		Activity

		Total Duration

		Notes



		Surveying

		2 days

		



		Clearing, grubbing, grading and internal driveway construction

		15 days

		



		Tracker Foundation

		1 month

		Concurrent with driveway construction



		Tracker Assembly and Panel Installation

		2–3 months

		Concurrent with foundation construction



		Installation of electrical collector system

		1–2 months

		Concurrent with foundation construction and panel installation



		Substation installation and connection to distribution grid

		1 month

		Concurrent with electrical collector system construction



		Clean up and reclamation

		Concurrent with construction activities



		Site commissioning

		2 weeks

		







4. Potential Environmental Effects and Mitigation Measures

4.1 Archaeological Resources

Construction of the SunE Rutley Solar Farm will result in the installation of approximately 40,000 solar panels, 10 combined inverter/transformer huts, one transformer substation, temporary construction laydown yards and internal driveways. As such, construction has the potential to disturb archaeological resources, should they exist on the site. A preliminary desktop (Stage 1) Archaeological study was completed and had the following major findings:

There are no recorded archaeological sites in the subject area;

There are no protected properties or heritage resources in the vicinity of the site; and

The study area has a history of extensive agricultural use; therefore a Stage 2 field survey was recommended.

A field (Stage 2) archaeological survey was completed with the results presented in Appendix C. The major findings included:

Two artifact scatters contained early historic material (locus 1 and locus 5) determined to be of significance; and

One c1870 foundation and artefact scatter (locus 6).

Stage 3 assessments were recommended and subsequently completed. The artifact scatter near locus 5 was determined to be minor and will not require additional work or avoidance. The artifact scatters near locus 1 and 6 have now been fully defined and will be avoided during construction, operation and decommissioning.

After completion of these activities, the construction, operation and decommissioning of the proposed solar project is not anticipated to have any impact on Heritage and Archaeological Resources.

4.2 Destruction of Vegetation and Habitat

The SunE Rutley Solar Farm has been designed to minimize impacts to vegetation and habitat. It is possible that several trees could be removed for the construction of the access road to the laydown areas and some vegetation (grasses and shrubs) will be removed for the construction solar array. Vegetation will be restored in the areas around the solar arrays at the end of the construction process.

4.3 Dust and Noise

Some minor noise and dust will be generated during the construction and decommissioning phases. Noise will typically be limited to daylight hours and dust will be controlled with watering, as necessary.

4.4 Stormwater Runoff Impacts

No impacts are anticipated from stormwater runoff. No impervious surface treatments are planned and no construction activities will occur near water bodies (e.g., all construction work will occur to the north of the Trans-Northern pipeline easement and away from Hoople Creek). A stormwater management plan has been included in Appendix F.

4.5 Impacts on Water Bodies

No construction activities will take place within 120 m of a water body and therefore no impacts are anticipated.

4.6 Water Takings

No water takings are planned for this project. 

4.7 Fuels Spills

It is possible that fuel spills could occur during construction. All equipment operators will be trained to avoid spills and to respond to spills should they occur. No re-fueling will be permitted within 120 m of a water body. Should a spill occur the following protocol will be implemented:

1. Spill response kits kept onsite will be used to contain the spill;

2. The SunEdison representative will be notified;

3. If the spill is of sufficient quantity, the MOE Spill Action Centre will be notified;

4. An environmental contractor will be brought in to remove any excess fuel and impacted soils; and

5. An environmental consultant will be retained to ensure that all impacted soil and groundwater has been properly removed and the site returned to pre-spill condition.

4.8 Potential Impacts by Activity

Potential impacts related to construction activities are presented below. 

4.8.1 Surveying and Siting Operations

		Environmental Component Potentially Affected

		Wildlife and Birds, Terrain & Vegetation



		Potential Impacts

		Sensory disturbance of wildlife and birds due to presence of survey crew walking on sites (fields).

Vehicles will drive on the fields to complete surveys. This activity will have minimal impacts on the vegetation and terrain.



		Mitigation Measures

		Crew will drive on existing roads (where available) to reach sites and then primarily walk the sites for surveying. Survey activities will be scheduled to minimize impact during breeding periods for wildlife and birds.

Potential sensory disturbance of wildlife will be limited by the low number of people involved in this activity and the brief period (1–2 days per property) over which the activity will be conducted. 



		Residual Impacts

		Surveying will result in no residual impacts.







4.8.2 Road and Lands Clearing

		Environmental Component Affected

		Terrain, Wildlife and Birds



		Potential Impacts

		Sensory disturbance of wildlife and birds due to construction.

Clearing and grubbing and soil excavation for on-site access roads and laying of gravel base will cause disturbance to the terrain. The access roads will remain for project life.

Municipal and provincial roads may be damaged during use.



		Mitigation Measures

		Site clearing and grubbing will be kept to a minimum area on-site by staking and marking off the areas that define limits of the work to be done, excavated soil will be re-used on-site where feasible, or disposed of in a proper facility off-site.

Any damage to municipal roads will be repaired and the road returned to its previous condition. No permanent paved roads will need to be constructed for the construction activities.  Municipal and provincial roads will be used for transportation of equipment to the construction sites.  An agreement with the Township of South Stormont for rehabilitation of Shaver Road following the completion of construction will be put in place prior to the start of construction..  



		Residual Impacts

		None anticipated.







4.8.3 Construction Laydown Areas

		Environmental Component Affected

		Terrain, Wildlife and Birds



		Potential Impacts

		Clearing and grubbing and soil compacting for construction of the Construction Laydown Areas may result in sensory disturbance of wildlife and birds due to construction.



		Mitigation Measures

		The proposed location is more than 120 m from a significant wetlands or watercourses.

The Construction Laydown Area will be removed following the completion of construction with tilling (if desired by the owner) and re-seeding of vegetation.



		Residual Impacts

		None anticipated





4.8.4 Solar Array Construction 

		Environmental Component Affected

		Terrain, Wildlife and Birds



		Potential Impacts

		Clearing and grubbing and soil compacting for construction of the solar array may result in sensory disturbance of wildlife and birds due to construction.



		Mitigation Measures

		Site clearing and grubbing will be kept to a minimum area on-site by staking and marking off the areas that define limits of the work to be done, excavated soil will be re-used on-site where feasible, or disposed of in a proper facility off-site.



		Residual Impacts

		None anticipated







4.8.5 Delivery of Equipment

		Environmental Component Affected

		Local Public and Traffic Patterns, Vegetation



		Potential Impacts

		Traffic delays on local roads to provide room for trucks to deliver project components will be minimal. Short term increase in truck traffic during construction period.



		Mitigation Measures

		Delivery of equipment will be coordinated with local traffic patterns. SD&G County Road 2 will be utilized to reduce impact to local residents since this road was designed for truck traffic and higher traffic volumes.

Area of disturbance will be minimized and mitigated as appropriate through revegetation with native plants and/or re-seeding of crops similar to previous year’s crop. 



		Residual Impacts

		None anticipated







4.8.6 Installation of Racking System 

		Environmental Component Affected

		Terrain, Unknown Archaeological Resources



		Potential Impacts

		Increased potential for soil erosion due to necessary surficial disturbance by trucks and other heavy equipment used. 

There will be a significant amount of on-site traffic (vehicle and heavy equipment) involved in the construction.

Two historical artifact scatters were delineated and will be avoided during construction, however, during construction other archaeological resources may be discovered. 



		Mitigation Measures

		Any area of surficial disturbance will be re-contoured, with stockpiled material removed during excavation, to match original landscape. Areas that define the limits of the work will be staked and marked.

Equipment movement on-site will be limited to specified travel areas to minimize impacts on land use. Noise and dust control measures will be utilized where required for the construction period.

During construction activities if any archaeological resources are found to be in conflict with the proposed facilities, activities will be halted and the issues assessed with consideration given to modifying the layout. This will be determined in consultation with Ministry of Tourism and Culture and archaeologists, where applicable.



		Residual Impacts

		No residual impacts are anticipated, unless unknown archaeological resources are discovered during construction activities.







4.8.7 Solar Panel Assembly and Installation

		Environmental Component Affected

		Local Residents



		Potential Impacts

		Noise from construction activities could disturb local residents for the duration of the construction period.



		Mitigation Measures

		Construction period is of short duration and conducted during the daylight hours to minimize impact on residents living in nearby houses.



		Residual Impacts

		Solar panel assembly and installation will result in no residual impacts.







4.8.8 Electrical Collector System

		Environmental Component Affected

		Vegetation and Terrain, Wildlife and Birds



		Potential Impacts

		Terrain disturbance may occur from trenches between the inverters and the sub-station. Some wildlife and birds may be impacted for a short term due to the use of backhoes used for excavation.



		Mitigation Measures

		By locating the electrical lines within access road allowances (and array area where the vegetation has been previously disturbed for the road to be constructed and maintained), rare and endangered flora and fauna are not likely to be encountered during construction. 





		Residual Impacts

		No residual impacts are anticipated.







4.8.9 Substation Construction

		Environmental Component Affected

		Terrain, Public Safety





		Potential Impacts

		Construction of the substation will be on existing vacant lands and will not result in loss of agricultural land. 

Terrain disturbances from site preparation and grading and excavation. 

The electrical substation could potentially have public safety issues due to the presence of high-voltage equipment.



		Mitigation Measures

		To ensure protection of the public, the substation will have a perimeter fence with only authorized personnel wearing proper safety equipment permitted within. All electrical design will meet Ontario Electrical Safety Code requirements. 



		Residual Impacts

		No impacts are anticipated.
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